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All of a sudden you feel like somebody 

has your back and you matter. You are 

not just an addict. That grace is huge.

— April Chouinard
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To Heal Instead of Judge 
by Mikki Morrissette, Editor

Editor’s Letter

This year, we launched 
C h a n g e m a k e r s 
Alliance (CALL) 

— the new membership-
driven sister to Minnesota 

Women’s Press — to host 
statewide conversations 
that lead to smarter 
solutions-based stories 
about topics we care 
about. People in the two 
discussions we hosted 

about this month’s Addiction theme included three women 
from Solace Apartments in Saint Peter, who shared their 
insights about the Housing First model that supports people 
recovering from addiction. 

“Opioid Reckoning” author Amy Sullivan talked about 
our tendency to blame individuals in unequal ways for 
addictive behaviors. She pointed out that women and BIPOC 
community members are often held to different standards 
when trying to address substance use disorders. 

“Mothers get blamed for enabling their children, for not 
being tough enough and simply kicking them out,” Sullivan 
said. Finding and accessing the right kind of treatment 
remains a huge challenge, even for well-resourced families. 

The 12-step program of Alcoholics Anonymous was 
central to the mission of the Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation 
treatment center that opened in 1949 in Center City, 
Minnesota. Required sobriety was the standard, and only 
men were served in the first five years. Sullivan believes that 
Minnesota can be a leader again if we integrate a diversity of 
treatment and support options. People respond to different 

approaches based on trauma, gender, and other factors.
A CALL member talked about the cycle of sexual abuse and 

intergenerational trauma that led to alcoholism and opioid 
addiction in her upper-class family and Greater Minnesota 
community to “numb the pain.” A trauma therapist 
responded: “It is not drug or alcohol use that is the problem; 
that use is a [response] to an underlying problem. We are not 
addressing what those underlying problems are.” 

John Burke, director of academic education for Finishing 
Trades Institute, shared that at age 14, he had been a homeless 
drug user. After he was released from prison, people in the 
trades helped him “find a much better way,” which led him 
into marriage and buying a house. He said:

“We have to get out of the habit of 
throwing people away and not giving 

people the help that they need.”

Discussion participants suggested others who are featured 
in these pages. Farhia Budul is dismantling stigma in her 
Muslim community by talking “out loud” about her recovery 
so others can seek treatment they need. Melissa Hensley 
promotes the value of peer-supported recovery.

CALL member Carol Liege shared with us her thoughts 
about our tendency to label instead of understand. 

We also hosted conversations with advocates about the 
difficulty of getting supportive housing approved because of 
not-in-my-backyard (NIMBY) resistance.

We are excited about the rich story development and 
statewide connections made with our expanding family of 
magazine, website, and Changemakers Alliance discussions.

Join Our Statewide Network
Putting the power of our unique community into statewide action 

womenspress.com/donate

Video clips from these conversations can be found at womenspress.com/addiction 
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Commentaries 
Includes Madalyn Cioci’s lessons from researching  
Minnesota’s birth control debate in the early 20th century

womenspress.com/view

News 
womenspress.com/MWPnews

Changemakers Alliance (CALL)
Past conversations available to view online from our 
statewide network: womenspress.com/call

“Creating Authentic Relationships  

womenspress.com

Even When You Are Afraid”  
Featuring Ellie Krug

womenspress.com/lgbtq-focus
Underwritten by Rainbow Health

“Unpacking Our Trauma Bundles”
Featuring Chris Stark, Babette Sandman, 
Quintina Sonnie

womenspress.com/call-lets-talk-about-trauma

“Polarization in Northern Minnesota”
Environmental politics conversation series  
organized by Ranae Hanson
womenspress.com/lets-talk-northern-minnesota

Women in Politics: Interview Series 
• Lt. Gov. Peggy Flanagan

• In Conversation: Sen. Patricia Torres Ray,  
Rep. Alice Hausman, Rep. Rena Moran

• Nausheena Hussain on organizing

• Catherine Hartnett on social change and 
fundraising

• More to come from Habon Abdulle, Pam 
Costain, Mindy Greiling, Pakou Hang, Rep. 
Heather Keeler, Sen. Mary Kunesh, and others
womenspress.com/women-in-politics-series

Underwritten by Valvoline and Vote. Run. Lead. 

Future topics of Changemakers Alliance: 
womenspress.com/become-a-member
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GoSeeDo

June 3 – 26 — Perfect Arrangement

In 1950, two U.S. State Department employees, Bob and 
Norma, are tasked with identifying sexual deviants within 
their ranks. But Bob and Norma are gay themselves, and have 
married one another’s partners in a carefully constructed cover. 
This play, written by Topher Payne and directed by Alissa 
Blaeser, conjures the earliest moments of the American gay 
rights movement in classic sitcom style. $18–25. 7:30pm; 2pm. 
Theatre in the Round, Minneapolis. theatreintheround.org

June 3–July 8 — Come As You Are

Highlighting the artistic talents of Minnesota’s LGBTQ+ 
community and celebrating Twin Cities Pride Festival’s 50 
years, “Come as You Are!” features the work of emerging and 
established Minnesota artists selected by a review panel of 
community members, artists, and arts administrators. Free. 
Artistry, Bloomington. artistrymn.org

June 7 — Writing to Wholeness
This free virtual creative writing group is for anyone who 

has experienced interpersonal violence, including intimate 
partner violence, sexual violence, stalking, and trafficking. 
Participants do not need to see themselves as writers. 
Captioning and child care stipends are available upon request. 
Free. The first Tuesday of each month, 6:30–8:00pm. Virtual. 
tinyurl.com/wtw2022
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“La Voz Que Abrio El Camino (The Voice That Led the Way)” by Daniel Arzola 

“Values & Vision” Book Discussions

June 23, 7pm — How do we solve for 
stigma and addiction disorders? With 
“Opioid Reckoning” author Amy Sullivan. 
Sign up: tinyurl.com/MWPSullivanBook

July 21 — “Allegiance to Winds and Waters” 
author Anne Winkler-Morey shares what 
she learned while exploring the U.S. on a 
12,000-mile bike trip.
Sign up: tinyurl.com/MWPBikeTripBook

August 25 — What matters to us? How we 
rebuild after devastating loss. With “Take 
What You Need” author Jen Crow.
Sign up: tinyurl.com/MWPJenCrowBook 
 

Underwritten by
University of Minnesota Press

“Let’s Talk About Queer Health”

June 22, 12pm

Public discussion 
about 2022 

legislation, health 
insurance access, 

LGBTQ-competent 
providers, 

behavioral health

 

Learn more at 
tinyurl.com/MWPQueerHealth

Underwritten by 
Rainbow Health
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June 10-12 — cartoon | girl | unfinished
People of a certain age are asked 

to remember three words at a 
doctor’s appointment to measure 
cognitive fitness. Entering her 
“third act,” ceramic sculptor Pamela 
Belding locks these three words 
together to describe a collection of 
over 35 works. Opening reception 
on Friday, June 10, 5–9pm. The 
Guild, Minneapolis. 

June 11 — Northern Spark 

Experimental art festival Northern Spark lights up the Saint 
Paul sky from 9pm to 2am along University Avenue. This 
year’s theme is “What the World Needs Now,” and art projects 
will take many forms, including performance, hands-on art-
making, and sound and sculpture installation. For the first 
time since 2017, the event includes a project that will take 
place from 2am until dawn on Raspberry Island in downtown 
Saint Paul. Free. 9pm–5:30am. University Avenue, Saint Paul. 
northern.lights.mn

June 16–19 — Off-Kilter Cabaret: “Organ Recital”
Seven artists share their take on the 

theme “Organ Recital,” using dance, 
storytelling, theater, spoken word, 
and puppetry. Off-Kilter Cabaret 
highlights artists with disabilities, 
and this performance features Martha 
Bird, Young Dance, Amy Salloway, and 
more. A live Q&A will follow the Friday 
night performance with the artists. 
Saturday will have captioning; Friday 

and Sunday will have ASL interpretation. All performances 
will have audio descriptions available. $5–$30. 7:30pm; 2pm. 
Cowles Center, Minneapolis. offleasharea.org/off-kilter.html

June 24–25 — Twin Cities Jazz Festival

Returning to the Lowertown arts district in Saint Paul 
this year, the Twin Cities Jazz Festival offers performances 
from various local and national musicians, including the 
Tremé Brass Band, Matthew Whitaker, Bruce Henry and the 
Evolution of African American Music, and more. Bring a 
lawn chair, grab food from a nearby restaurant, and sit back 
and enjoy. Dancing is also encouraged. Free. Saint Paul venues 
and show times vary. twincitiesjazzfestival.com

June 25–26 — Twin Cities Pride Festival

The annual two-day celebration of the LGBTQ+ community 
enters its 50th year in Loring Park, featuring local vendors, food 
courts, a beer garden, and music stages. The historic parade is 
also back along Hennepin Avenue in downtown Minneapolis, 
beginning at 7th Street and proceeding to Loring Park. Free. 
10am–6pm. Loring Park, Minneapolis. tcpride.org
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“Taming the Coils,” 2019

Don’t 
want 
to hunt 

for the 
Minnesota 

Women’s Press?

 

Subscribe

womenspress.com/subscribe
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BookShelf

The Nature of Stigma
There is such intense stigma 

around drug use. It is seen as a 
moral failing, even though we 
know addiction itself is a chronic 
brain disorder. 

We should not use the word 
“addict” anymore. It is like calling a 
person with cancer a “cancer.” I tend 
towards using more medical words 
like “substance use disorders.” You 
can have an opioid addiction, but 
there is so much stigma that is built 
in with that word “addict.” 

Another glaring but unintentional 
stigma is when you hear families say, “We were just a normal 
family,” suggesting that people who use illegal drugs are 
somehow lesser or not “normal.” You hear others (think 
D.A.R.E program) suggest, “You just need to have dinner with 
your kids every night and get them into sports,” as if that will 
solve a drug use disorder. 

The external pressure on parents, that we are somehow 
all-powerful beings who can control everything our children 
encounter in the world, is also stigmatizing for struggling 
families — they feel judged, like they caused their child’s 
problem somehow. 

When people say, “They love their drugs so much that they 

are willing to be homeless,” that is 
dismissive of the person’s traumas 
and experiences that led them to 
that tragic situation.

Morality also plays into 
institutional stigma and treatment 
models. If the 12-step program 
being offered does not help you, you 
are made to feel intense pressure 
for not working it hard enough.  

Stigma comes from the medical 
field as well. I learned of a doctor 
who was prescribing suboxone, a 
drug approved as a treatment option 
that has been very successful for a 

lot of people. A young man named Spencer, who was finally 
on the drug after struggling for over a decade, had a positive 
drug screen for opioids. He was kicked out of the program, 
which had a no-relapse policy, and told to come back in a year. 
Spencer died of an overdose before that happened. I heard so 
many examples of that kind of life-threatening stigma.

 We often do not treat people who are seeking 
help for a drug addiction with empathy. 
We treat them with judgment and scorn.

De-stigmatizing Substance Use Disorders
A conversation with author Amy Sullivan

 C
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After Macalester College 
professor Amy Sullivan 
discovered her teenage 

daughter had an opioid use 
disorder, she embarked on a 
complex voyage of discovery. Up 
to this point, her career centered 
around the history of medicine, 
women’s history, and the history 
of childhood — “and then there in 
my own home was this problem I 
had not seen or ever expected. So, 
I was shocked.” 

To attempt to understand 
more about how opioid use 
had become so common, along 
with Minnesota’s long history of 
leadership in the addiction and 
recovery fields, Sullivan did what 
she knew well: read, researched, 
and recorded oral histories. She 
interviewed nearly 60 people 
with connections to the opioid 
epidemic. These narratives, woven 
with her own story over several 
years, culminated in the book 

“Opioid Reckoning: Love, Loss, 
and Redemption in the Rehab 
State” (University of Minnesota 
Press, 2021), which was a 
Minnesota Book Award finalist.

We hosted a Changemakers 
Alliance (CALL) conversation 
with Sullivan, enabling members 
to ask questions and share their 
own stories, which fueled the 
stories in this magazine. This is 
excerpted from that conversation, 
in Sullivan’s voice.
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When someone has lupus or cancer, we do not say they are 
failing at that disease if they go out of remission or need more 
chemo. Yet when someone has a relapse, suddenly they are no 
longer successful in recovery, even though it is the same type 
of thing. It is a substance use disorder. It is a disease. It is not 
a personal failing.

Racialized Responses
In the 1960s, Marie Nyswander discovered that methadone, 

the painkiller, could be used to help people stabilize from 
chaotic heroin addictions. This was a problem in the 1960s 
in New York City and Philadelphia, and primarily in 
communities of color. So methadone treatment became 
associated with communities of color. Most white people got 
their treatment by going away to more expensive, secluded 
places, like the Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation center. 
Methadone as a treatment became racialized and stigmatized 
— for people who were considered to not have moral strength. 

The shock and the outrage of this opioid epidemic, for so 
many, is that white suburban kids are dying. Overdose death 
rates have been high in BIPOC communities for decades, 
but we did not pay attention to the epidemic until now. 
[According to the National Council for Mental Wellbeing, 
high rates of trauma, and low rates of public safety support, 
have long impacted BIPOC communities.]

Supporting Loved Ones
We need to take the models that have been siloed from each 

other and combine them. The medical model is separated 
from the 12-step model. One sees itself as scientific and says 
“just follow the doctor’s orders,” and the other says “just listen 
to your higher power and keep coming back and don’t use 
anything ever again.” We have these two extremes. We also 
have harm reduction, which came up in the 1980s as a result 
of the HIV/AIDS epidemic — another model that is siloed. 

I think we need an integrated model that addresses the 
harms and has a variety of approaches to help people reduce 
them. They should feel respected, and cared about, with a real 
connection to someone in a community setting. 

This also speaks to relationships with police and authority. 
If the thing that is illegal could get you in more trouble than it 
will a white kid, you or your family is not going to reach out 
because you are terrified of what will happen. You will end up 
in prison. You might not have the money to pay your way out. 

We need an equitable system that addresses the individual 
issues. I think housing that is not contingent on sobriety needs 
to be a priority. People have to have housing to get better, and 
their family needs to know that they are safe.

Consider the example of drug court. It has had good 
successes, and it has good intentions, but it is based on the 
carceral model — you slip up and then you are in jail. One 
time when I was visiting my former son-in-law in a treatment 
facility, he said half the guys did not want to be there. They were 
only there because they did not want to go to jail. That might 
not be the best place for someone who wants to get better.

Next Steps
We need a combination of treatment centers. We need to 

pull people together and say, “You have created something for 
those who were not being cared for in your community; how 
can we all come together?” 

We need a think tank that allows these different models to 
express themselves. 

We need to pull together policymakers, to have access to 
dollars, and grassroots community members. 

It is daunting. People do not want methadone clinics 
around their neighborhoods. So, what can we do to change 
those conversations?

We have to find ways to engage the broader public and 
policy makers in these conversations. 

continued on next page

1. Find video interviews of this conversation at womenspress.com/addiction

2. Future conversations are focused on “Healing Trauma.”  
Get alerts as a member: womenspress.com/become-a-member 

3. This title kicks off our Values & Vision book discussion series, thanks to the 
underwriting of University of Minnesota Press. tinyurl.com/MWPSullivanBook
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As is the case with oral histories, the more narratives I 
recorded, the more complex the picture became. The vast, 
interlocking nature of problems associated with drug use 
regularly overwhelmed me, but with each interview, I gained 
a more nuanced understanding of how the opioid epidemic 
has touched so many aspects of life in the twenty-first century. 
Some insights presented themselves to me so many 
times that I saw a painful, almost 
never-ending pattern emerge: 

Stigma thrives on 
shame; shame thrives 

on fear and regret; 
fear and regret find 

refuge in silence; silence 
keeps stigma intact. 

This cycle is not only an internal 
emotional one shared by individuals 
and families, it is also embedded 
in institutions, laws, and protocols 
meant to “help” people with substance 
use disorders. 

Paula DeSanto had been working to create person-
centered mental health services for her entire career and felt 
discouraged about how little positive change had occurred in 
substance use disorder treatment, especially when contrasted 
with how the field of mental health had evolved. “Mental 
health has made enormous strides toward moving toward 

a patient-led recovery movement. ... But with drug and 
alcohol we were still stuck in the 1950s. I was feeling pretty 
discouraged about ... the revolving door ... a continuous loop, 
barriers to access, unwelcoming, one size fits all, blaming the 
family. ... I saw it firsthand, I heard about it from clients over 
and over: How long are we going to keep blaming the client 

for the system’s failure?
Paula wanted to build in much more substance use 

disorder-related scientific and educational information 
for clients about brain development, neuroplasticity, and 
trauma impacts on addiction. 

She decided to start her own model that she named 
the Minnesota Alternatives. It focused on one central 
question: What is the client’s unique vision for their 
definition of recovery and what could the team offer to 
help the client figure out how to get there? 

This was a very different culture than traditional 
treatment settings, where counselors often function 
as an extension of probation, and where clients often 
work to hide their realities for fear of punishment or 
fear of getting kicked out of a program. “Probation 
and addiction treatment are in bed together. What’s 
with that? That’s just absurd how that developed.” 

I was impressed with the flexibility and trust in what she 
envisioned.

• “Buzzed: The Straight Facts About the Most Used  
and Abused Drugs from Alcohol to Ecstasy,” by Cynthia 
Kuhn, et al

• White Earth Nation Harm Reduction Summit

• Minnesota Alternatives Treatment Program was acquired 
by Minnesota Health Resources in 2018. mhresources.org

Excerpts from “Opioid Reckoning: Love, Loss, and 
Redemption in the Rehab State,” by Amy Sullivan

BookShelf

An online book discussion about “Opioid Reckoning” on Thursday, June 23, 7pm, will discuss:
• How does stigma work against ending addiction disorders?

• Have you experienced stigmatization? 

• What do you think of harm reduction and housing first practices? What conversations might help 
people see this as a solution to prevent deaths and address public safety concerns?

• What does love and compassion look like in our efforts to understand and reduce the crisis of 
addiction in our communities? How can we do better?
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HOME & 
Garden  
Guide

Support our advertisers — and tell them you saw their ad in Minnesota Women’s Press!
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Home & Garden guide

Seven months before Minneapolis became known as 
the city where George Floyd was flagrantly murdered 
by police, the Atlantic magazine published an article 

commending the Minneapolis City Council for becoming a 
pioneer in the country by doing “something long considered 
impossible in American politics: end[ing] single-family 
zoning in an entire city.” 

This “could mark a major turning point nationwide,” 
the author wrote, because the loudest not-in-my-backyard 
(NIMBY) voices tend to come from wealthy homeowners 
who often go to public meetings to thwart the construction 
of new housing. 

A National Apartment Association survey in 
2019 found that the primary reason affordable 

housing developments are shot down is 
because of resistance from neighbors. Delays 

to proposed projects can be costly, which 
makes affordable housing less affordable. 

The article notes: “Social scientists broadly agree that bans 
on multifamily housing are bad for housing affordability, bad 
for racial equality, and bad for the environment.”

Housing remains a crisis city-, state-, and nationwide. 
Headway is being made, but the gap remains wide because 
of decades of underinvestment and a history of racialized 
convenants that prevented marginalized communities from 
living in white neighborhoods. 

Before the city measure passed, multi-family homes were 
banned in 70 percent of the residential land in Minneapolis. 
Similar zoning laws restrict neighborhoods in other cities. 

The Minneapolis 2040 plan will enable housing units in the 
city to potentially triple.

The Atlantic author wrote that the changed policy in 
Minneapolis is “so unusual that my colleagues at the Century 
Foundation and I undertook a detailed review of how and 
why reformers prevailed.”

One reason reform happened was that proponents of 
multi-family housing focused public discussion on who the 
victims of exclusionary zoning are, and how numerous they 
are. Another reason was that younger city council leaders, 
elected in 2017, recognized that housing was unaffordable 
for young people, policy was rooted in racist origins, and lack 
of affordability meant people were moving further away and 
increasing commuter gas emissions.

Opposition focused on narratives that were not true, the 
article indicated: “Red signs bearing the slogan ‘don’t bulldoze 
our neighborhood’ proliferated — even though no one was 
proposing to bulldoze anything.” A similar outcry a few years 
earlier opposed in-law apartments to be created alongside 
single-family homes, which some opponents indicated would 
become “houses of prostitution.” 

In contrast, some yes-in-my-backyard (YIMBY) movements 
were led with the slogan of “neighbors for more neighbors,” 
especially promoting density with car-less mobility.

Atlantic author Richard Kahlenberg concluded with these 
words: “It is humiliating for local governments to tell people of 
modest means that they are not welcome in a certain community 
and that their children do not belong in its public schools. … 
If the victims of single-family zoning speak up, as they did in 
Minneapolis, they may begin to bury an anachronistic practice 
that has done so much harm for so many years.”

Sue Abderholden, director of National Alliance on Mental Illness Minnesota

The “YIMBY” 
Movement

reported by  
Mikki Morrissette
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Self Interests vs. Community Needs
Debra Stein, who specialized in changing mindsets around 

controversial land-use projects around the country before 
she died in 2009, indicated that she started her public affairs 
career after a woman spit on her at a public hearing. “As I was 
wiping saliva off my arm, I said to myself, ‘I am going to figure 
out why this happened and never let it happen again.’” 

She offered this explanation in an Affordable Housing 
Finance interview: “Years of traditional religious training 
have taught many Americans that we must help those in 
need. But the Protestant work ethic is also a strong moral 
tradition in America, emphasizing that individuals must 
pull themselves by their bootstraps to attain the material 
rewards of hard work. When wealth is seen as evidence of 
moral worth, residents fear that people who are less wealthy 
will be less desirable neighbors and more likely to engage in 
antisocial behavior, compared to higher-income neighbors.”

She added, “As American ethics about individualism 
and social responsibility evolve, it has become increasingly 
acceptable to put self interests above broader community 
needs. The Me Generation is simply not willing to tolerate 
minor impacts for the sake of the larger community, and feels 
less guilty about protecting its own self-interest, even at the 
expense of other people.”

 Her research and books about the NIMBY 
mindset in America led her to advise people 
not to spend too much time and resources 
trying to placate anti-housing opponents, 
but to mobilize pro-housing supporters. 

Close to Home
In one recent local example, the retiring Sisters of Notre 

Dame in southern Minnesota wanted to repurpose their 
extensive property at Tourtellotte Park in Mankato into 
an affordable housing community. With objections from 
neighbors who feared property values would go down — 
while crime rates, noise, and traffic would go up — that 
project was canceled.

Supportive housing for marginalized communities — 
extending beyond those in need of affordable housing to 
include those supported by in-house services and programs 
— has another layer of NIMBYism.

In 2014, Golden Valley’s city council rejected a day mental 
health facility for children after residents complained it would 
lead to security issues. In 2018, Forest Lake residents rejected 
a $20 million psychiatric residential treatment facility for 
children, which ultimately was welcomed in East Bethel. 
One concern raised was that it could open a Pandora’s Box of 
development, including sex offender treatment.

According to Sue Abderholden, director of National 
Alliance on Mental Illness Minnesota, many mental illnesses 

are identifiable between the ages of 14 and 24 but go untreated 
because of the lack of options for families. In the end, the 
criminal system often takes over instead of having a health 
care response to mitigate mental illness. 

Abderholden said in a Changemakers Alliance conversation: 
“The Golden Valley [rejection] was probably the worst of my 
experiences. They did not want ‘those’ kids near ‘their’ kids. A 
lot of it is just fear about people with mental illnesses or other 
types of disabilities.” 

Not providing community supports does not make issues 
go away, of course. It just leaves them untreated.

A Schaeffer Center for Health Policy & Economics report 
titled “The Cost of Mental Illness: Minnesota Facts and 
Figures,” based largely on 2017 data, estimated there are 
half a million Minnesotans living with mental illness, which 
can lead to a fivefold increase in substance use disorders. 
Many of the unmet needs of this population are attributable 
to the high cost of treatment. The overall annual cost of 
incarcerating people with serious mental illness in state 
prisons in Minnesota exceeds $230 million. 

In one public discussion, the Commissioner of the 
Minnesota Department of Corrections indicated it costs less 
to treat mental illness than it does to imprison someone, and 
estimated there is a $6 payback for every dollar invested in 
prevention, treatment, housing, and employment training — 
which reduces crime.

Georgia Jane Lyon, now working at the Campaign Legal 
Center in Washington, D.C., wrote a thesis in 2019 for 
her degree at Whitman College about NIMBY/YIMBY 
movements. She wrote about a Minneapolis neighborhood 
effort in the 1970s to preserve its community when developers 
were threatening to dismantle it. As quoted in “Defending 
Community: The Struggle for Alternative Redevelopment in 
Cedar-Riverside,” “When community members complained, 
private developers told them, ‘this land is too valuable to have 
you people living on it.’” 

Breanne Rothstein, economic and housing director for 
Brooklyn Park, wrote a womenspress.com commentary 
indicating: “People have historically come up with 
unrealistic (at best) and racist (at worst) reasons to oppose 
the construction of new housing units. Instead of opposing 
projects and zoning changes in your neighborhood, be 
vocally supportive of all housing, and especially affordable 
rental housing, in your community.”

A Changemakers Alliance housing 
team is gathering around developing 
YIMBY movements with people 
statewide who can help counter 

resistance to supportive housing for 
marginalized communities. If you would 

like to join this team, contact anna@womenspress.com.
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Model: Center City Housing
Center City Housing has been involved in developing 

affordable housing in the Duluth area since 1985. 
In 2007, the company opened its first permanent 
supportive housing project — the New San Marco. 
“It was unique at the time, in that we were providing 
housing for very barriered homeless single adults who 
were struggling with long-term alcohol use,” says Nancy 
Cashman, executive director.

People were surprised that Center City (which is 
not related to the Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation 
treatment center in Center City, Minnesota) was not 
requiring sobriety, which was a radical idea at the time. 
Soon the Duluth housing options expanded in Saint 
Cloud, Rochester, Bemidji, and Inver Grove Heights. 
Center City manages 907 units, with about 703 of them 
offering permanent supportive housing.

A 24-hour front desk provides safety and support. 
Vans take people to appointments. Case management 
and navigators help with the court system and goal 
setting. There are community-building activities, like 
walking clubs and model car development. 

“It has become our mission to serve the population 
that needs a lot of supportive services,” Cashman says. 
“We have a pretty high success rate in terms of long-
term housing stability, which is our primary goal. If 
you can get that housing stability, that is magical, and 
it really makes change in people’s lives. It gives them 
enough centeredness to be able to make other choices. 
The longer you have housing stabilization, the better 
chance you have of making other choices for yourself.

“There are needs all across the state,” she continues. “I 
don’t think we can say enough about just the affordable 
housing that is needed across Minnesota, especially for 
the lowest income and the homeless folks.” 

Minnesota has a coordinated entry system for 
housing referrals. “Continuums of care” are created by 
geographic area. The state assesses homeless people to 
determine what type of housing they need; then they 
are put on a waiting list. “A lot of the single adults in our 
chronic alcoholic buildings have a lot of health issues — 
the average length of stay on the streets for those folks is 
five to seven years,” says Cashman.

The company serves families, including homeless 
people with children, unaccompanied homeless youth 
16 to 24, and single adults with behavioral health issues.

“We have a two-generation model, where we are 
working with both the children and the adults, looking 
to interrupt generational homelessness,” she adds. 
Early childhood programs help the many children 
who arrive with developmental delays. “We believe ... 
we can interrupt the cycle of children aging up into 
homelessness, which is a problem in our state.”

The Challenges of Being Secure
Cashman points out an often overlooked aspect 

of trauma. “People are having to move from being in 
crisis, trauma, and chaos to an apartment,” she says. 
“Often, they need transition time learning how to be 
in an apartment, especially the longer they have been 
on the streets. Everybody's cortisol levels are elevated.”

“With families, sometimes the kids start to 
feel safe, and in that feeling of safety they 

start to act out. Sometimes people start 
to feel safe and they go into a depressive 
stage, because now they can feel all the 

feelings that they have been hiding.”

Family & Home

A variety of centers around the state are needed in order to fill gaps that will make communities 
and individuals more secure and stable. One model highly recommended by “Opioid Reckoning” 
author Amy Sullivan is Maternal Outreach and Mitigation Services (MOMS), a supportive, culture-

centered White Earth treatment program. She also recommends the approach taken in Duluth, which 
has a history of creating formal and informal affiliations between organizations to coordinate community 
services. We reached out to several successful treatment centers to learn more about their approach. Two of 
them are described here. (Doc’s House is pictured as the backdrop to this story.) Solace Apartments, based 
in Saint Peter, is featured in the following pages.

Step 1: Expand Treatment Centers
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Cashman contrasts this reality with the 
kind of experience she had growing up. 
“When I was five, we moved into the home 
that my mom then lived in for 50 years. 
I went to the same schools. I knew the 
teachers. As an adult, my husband and I 
bought a home that we have been living in 
for 35 years,” she says. “If you are a highly 
mobile kid, and your parents were highly 
mobile kids, moving every six to eight 
months, that is what you know how to do. 
The idea of staying is terrifying, because 
when you stay you get in trouble, bad things 
happen.”

She asks people to consider: “Understand 
where people are at — if you have never 
lived anywhere more than nine months, how 
would you know how to live somewhere 
long term?”

Cashman said it was a profound discovery 
for her to see fear in the eyes of a mother 
when they talked about permanent housing. 
“I talked to her about how her children could 
have the same friends, know what to expect 
next year at school. She had no clue that was 
possible. Now she has been with us for 10 
years, and her children are graduating.”

  — reported by Mikki Morrissette

Model: Doc’s Recovery House
by Tori Utley, as told to Renee Berg

 
 I am one of the co-founders and the executive director 

of Doc’s House, which opened in 2019 in the southern 
Minnesota town of Byron to provide pre-treatment housing, 
long-term recovery housing, and peer recovery support to 
men and women who are pursuing recovery from addiction. 
Since then, the program has grown to include five recovery 
houses for men in Rochester in partnership with Bear Creek 
Development Center, which together can house up to 38 
men. Another Rochester house is available for 14 women. 

There is a lack of housing and support for people who 
are on waiting lists for treatment at the beginning of their 
recovery journey. Our pre-treatment model gives people a 
place to start for the days or weeks they need support. We 
strive to create a culture of belonging and dignity where 
people in recovery can find long-term community.

Our term is a “wholeway” house — not a “halfway” house. 
It is a term coined by my father, who co-founded Doc’s 
House with me, after his own struggles with recovery. We 
have seven alumni employed by Doc’s House as leaders and 
peer recovery specialists. It took us nearly five years to open, 
navigating the challenges of finding space and developing 
the program. Because we are a new model, our primary 
challenge is funding. We still are primarily funded with 
donor support.

So far we have served nearly 300 men and women. Some 
people choose to stay a few days before treatment. Others 
move back in after treatment and may stay with us for as 
long as two years.

We started our women’s program in October 2021. We also 
now have a recovery coaching academy that trains people to 
become certified peer recovery specialists. 

It is incredible to see people we have known at a certain 
stage in their life take those experiences to help others.
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Family & Home

In June 2021, we shared the story of three women 
associated with Solace Apartments in Saint Peter, which 
offers permanent and supportive community housing for 

people recovering from addictions. For this issue, we returned 
to three primary players at Solace to learn more about what 
the Housing First model offers: Ashley McCarthy, resident 
services navigator at Solace; Jen 
Lamb, director of supportive 
services for SWMHP; and Solace 
resident April Chouinard. 

Solace Apartments was 
established by Southwest 
Minnesota Housing Partnership 
(SMHP) after treatment court 
judge Allison Krehbiel (see page 
18) and a clinical psychologist 
recognized the support that 
was missing to help people, 
especially those with children, 
succeed at recovery. People were 
coming out of treatment, on 
probation, and needed stable 
housing. But with an often less 
than 1 percent vacancy rate in 
the Nicollet County area, people 
being discharged from treatment 
or jail were sometimes living 
in a car or moving back into an 
environment that was unsafe and 
not conducive to staying sober. 

The question to solve was: 
where can people get back on 
their feet with stability as the 
next step?

According to Lamb, the team that came together to solve that 
question included Judge Krehbiel, the clinical psychologist, 
SWMHP staff including an architect, county human services 
and case management, police, probation officers, drug court 
graduates, city and county officials, the public defender and 
county attorney, and property managers. The way to get it 
funded, they determined, was with a low-income housing 
tax credit program. It took three application attempts to get 
the funding. There were legal hurdles about what constitutes 

community living to overcome. It took five years of planning 
before construction began.

Solace offers one- to three-bedroom apartments, compared 
to other developments that have tended to be available only 
to single people. “With a lot of projects and landlords, you 
cannot lease a unit with more bedrooms than who you 

actually have living with you,” 
says Lamb. “We lease units very 
intentionally knowing that some 
of our folks don’t have their kids 
with them yet but are working 
toward family reunification.”

What Is Needed?
Many sober houses kick people 

out if they relapse even once, says 
Chouinard. “Then you are locked 
into that system of adjusting and 
trying to get your bearings, and 
relapsing, then getting kicked out, 
and adjusting, and trying to get 
your bearings. Kind of hopping 
from one place to the next.”

What is helping now is a shift 
in sober living facilities, she 
continued. Having somebody who 
has come out of addiction connect 
with the people who are going 
through it makes a big difference. 
Says Chouinard, “A lot of us come 
from a place where we didn’t learn 
how to process emotion, we didn’t 
learn how to process difficulty. 

Mine was so bad that I couldn’t have too happy of a moment 
without feeling [overwhelmed by it].”

Chouinard says it is also not uncommon, when you are 
rising up out of addiction after being down for a long time, 
“that you sabotage it. Having that sense of community is 
huge.”

When she relapsed, and faced potentially losing her home, 
McCarthy and others supported Chouinard getting another 
opportunity. “To be able to stay gave me a huge sense that I 
am worth something — that even if I cannot love myself yet, 

Step 2: Define Success  
on Individual Basis

reported by Mikki Morrissette
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they do. All of a sudden you feel like somebody has your back 
and you matter. You are not just an addict. That grace is huge.”

Defining Success Individually
McCarthy points out that it also is important to define 

success on an individual level. Chouinard is nearing three 
years of sobriety, serves on the SWMHP board of directors, 
and is starting a career in peer recovery. “Your textbook 
success case,” McCarthy says. “But there are other successes in 
Solace that look different. Somebody came into my office and 
said ‘I relapsed yesterday. I already talked to my probation 
officer. I already have my bags packed to go to treatment.’ That 
is success for that person.”

One resident has lived with alcoholism for four decades and 
is now living in a safe place where people can offer appropriate 
care. “That is success,” McCarthy continues. “It is not always 
that you never relapse again and you get a job and you are 
doing great. Relapsing four or five times in three years, but 
maintaining housing through that entire three years, that is 
success as well. Having that safety, that security. That is huge, 
because then you feel safe talking about it. 

“The key ingredient in recovery is being 
able to be honest about it and talk about 

it, and not feel ashamed or hide it.”

Challenges
Solace is a community living space developed with a low-

income tax credit, which means it is not a treatment house 
or a halfway house, and it cannot require sober living with 
psychological assessments. “It is a person’s home first and 
foremost,” McCarthy says. “Everybody has their own lease. 
We do not enter people’s apartments without their permission. 
We are not the police. We do a monthly inspection for 
cleanliness, which is part of the lease.”

“I think having that shared definition of the project is really 

crucial,” says McCarthy. “I do have monthly meetings with 
probation workers, our therapists, and the county workers to 
talk about who is doing well, who is struggling — as an entire 
group, how can we wrap around this person if they need it, 
to make sure that this person is doing as well as they can and 
will keep their housing.”

Chouinard notes that as a drug court participant, Judge 
Krehbiel “did have a very firm grip on my whole being, 
because when you are in drug court, you are facing jail time, 
so you sign over some basic rights. I wasn’t allowed to have 
boys over for a year, for example. She recognized that as a 
problem before I did.”

Solace has had two cases that required eviction: one person 
was producing drugs on site, and another one hitting a 
resident with intentions of continuing to do so.

One of the biggest challenges for Solace is that it has a very 
long wait list. All residents are referred by treatment court, case 
management, recovery and mental health providers, or the 
homeless response coordinated entry system. Says McCarthy, 
“We don’t pick and choose, other than trying to prioritize 
county residents because of the financial responsibility of 
Nicollet County.”

Not all Minnesota counties have a good plan for working 
with community members struggling with addiction. One 
Changemakers Alliance member on the group conversation 
with Solace representatives once worked for a nonprofit in a 
northern Minnesota county. If a person in a homeless shelter 
relapsed, the person was given a bus token to travel to Duluth 
or some other location. As someone who worked with 
struggling families for many years, the CALL member asked, 
how do you help people avoid the trap of thinking there are 
deserved poor or deserved addicts — that people who might 
not do well in recovery are “throwaway people”?

McCarthy says: “I feel like it all comes down to just 
individual stories. There are times where I am talking to 
residents and think, ‘I probably would have done meth too if 
that happened to me.’ Just getting to know that story.” 

“Let’s Talk About Housing”
June 11, 10am

How can we support stronger 
community housing, including 
affordable housing, statewide?
 

Learn more at 
tinyurl.com/MWPHousing

organized by Nelima Sitate Munene
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Perspective

In 2018, I had charges against me in five different 
counties in Minnesota, ranging from theft and 
tampering with motor vehicles to fifth-degree 

possession and child endangerment. I lost my children in 
an emergency removal of custody after a family member 
found syringes loaded with methamphetamine in my 
bedside table drawer, well within reach of my children, 
ages two to eight.

I became violently resentful. I felt I was owed a 
beautiful life that had been ripped away from me. Every 
obstacle I faced was someone else’s fault, and I felt myself 
to be a helpless victim of circumstance. I was dishonest 
with others, manipulative, and would say whatever I felt 
would make someone want to help me. The world owed 
me, and I thought everyone should feel sorry for me.

I was convicted of drug charges in Nicollet County and 
placed on supervised probation. My probation officer 
had genuine compassion for those of us who struggled 
with addiction. Eventually I learned of the Nicollet 
County Treatment Court team. Judge Allison Krehbiel 
oversees the program that seeks to reform people who, in 
her words, “have done bad things but are not inherently 
bad people.”

Trapped in a Cycle
I was what the recovery community deems a “chronic 

relapser.” For reasons unknown to me at the time, I was 
trapped in a cycle — a conviction to stay sober and turn 
my life around, then phenomenal craving and relapse. 
Over and over again.

After my fourth probation violation due to chemical use 
in 2019, I was facing a year in jail and losing the weekends 
I was finally able to spend with my daughters. I asked to 
become a participant in treatment court and was approved. 
My life has continually changed in the most awesome ways 
since. 

I began to develop a sense of fellowship with people 
recovering from alcoholism because of the mandatory  
12-step program. I came back from a relapse with 
a portable breathalyzer. Head hung low, hood up, I 
expected to be a disappointment to my new friends. To 
my surprise, they joked with me about their own relapses 
and were sincerely happy I had shown up.

I began to realize my voice that day. Bit by bit, I shared 
more of my truth, however ugly, each time I returned. 

The treatment court I experienced succeeds 
at looking at people simply as individuals 

with struggles. Participants develop 
genuine relationships with people most of 

us are taught to fear and see as villains. 

“Many People Who Do Bad Things 
Are Not Bad People”

written by  
April Chouinard
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April Chouinard (l) with Judge Allison Krehbiel
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It is about two sides in a system coming together 
to promote healing.

Experiencing Love in Treatment Court
My mother passed away when I was young, and 

my dad honestly could not be a father after that. He 
did the best that he could, but I hopped around from 
place to place. Most parental figures I connected with 
were drug addicts or drunks. I was vulnerable and 
had no one to teach, guide, or protect me. I became 
a young mother.

From the age of 13, when my mom got sick, until 
I was 33, I had no discipline, structure, or sense of 
accountability. 

Treatment Court changed everything for me. When 
I stood in front of Judge Krehbiel for the first time, 
she spoke to me in a way that I originally thought 
was incredibly inappropriate. I was scrutinized for 
bad parenting and seeking attention from men. I 
also was told that I am intelligent, capable, and worth 
more than relapses and the dishonest life I was living.

Judge Krehbiel works with a team of professionals 
— including mental health and legal specialists — 
to serve people in Brown, Nicollet, and Watonwan 
Counties. She asks them to help her help us, and 
carefully considers the input she is given. She loves us 
all until we can love ourselves. She is open and kind, 
and makes people feel like they are worth something.

Judge Krehbiel never gave up on me. She convinced 
me that I was going to do profound things in recovery, 
and here I am. I am using my story, my testimony, 
to help others recognize their own potential. I am 
now a Certified Peer Recovery Specialist, building 
a team of other people in recovery to fight against 
the addiction epidemic in Nicollet and Blue Earth 
Counties.

The team that enfolded around me during two 
years of the treatment court program enabled me 
to create a beautiful ripple of light that serves the 
public, that serves me, and by extension serves my 
children.

As I was preparing to write this reflection, I 
had a chance to sit down with Judge Kreihbel for 
a conversation about what the treatment court 
process meant to me. I was able to express to her my 
appreciation for being the maternal figure I missed 
having when I was young.

While we talked, she braided my daughter’s hair. It 
is a warm, comforting image I will never forget.
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In the 1970s, there was a national effort to change 
stigmatizing labels applied to people with disabilities 
—then referred to as cripples, gimps, retards, nuts 

— to descriptive and positive qualities that described the 
problems, rather than the people. A media campaign, 
“Label Cans, Not People,” promoted a changed perception. 
For example, “blind children” became referred to as 
“children with special needs.”

I was working for the Massachusetts state government, 
and the change allowed us to develop programs for children 
with special needs in public schools instead of putting 
them away in institutions or segregating them in special 
schools. It allowed us to reevaluate thousands of people in 
terms of their abilities, rather than their disabilities, and 
move them back into the community. 

There is currently a similar effort happening around 
dyslexia. Several people recently joined Sir Richard 
Branson in promoting a new LinkedIn skill choice, 
“dyslexic thinking.” Changing “dyslexia” to a skill rather 

than a hindrance boosts self-esteem, and allows teachers 
and employers to frame and work with this different way 
of navigating the world from a position of strength instead 
of a barrier.

In another example, Americans have dealt with smoking 
as an addiction without attaching the same level of stigma 
to it as we do other addictions. We praise those who are 
trying to quit the habit. We do not prevent people with this 
habit from moving into our neighborhoods, exposing us 
to secondhand smoke. Contrast that to our approach to 
people who are addicted to alcohol or drugs. 

I do not know if we should add “sober thinking” to 
our LinkedIn skills, but why can’t drinking be more like 
smoking? Why can’t we have more programs aimed at 
skills to change drinking behavior before it becomes an 
addiction? Why can’t we reward and celebrate the people 
who seek help? Why can’t we change the label “alcoholic” 
to something less stigmatized, like “alcohol-impaired 
citizen,” or later, “responsible drinker”?

Perspective

Label Cans, 
Not People

submitted by Carol Liege
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My Own Experience
In the 1980s, I realized that I had a drinking 

problem. At the time, I was running a national 
anti-drunk-driving public affairs campaign in 
Washington, D.C. I was working with federal 
agencies, national associations, and the media to 
promote positive alternatives to driving drunk. 
I returned home to Minnesota for treatment at 
Hazelden Center, where I identified myself as 
a “happy healthy non-drinker” instead of “an 
alcoholic.” I visualized myself as part of the 40 
percent of U.S. adults who do not drink alcohol 
for health or religious reasons, according to a 
2021 Gallup poll. 

 After “graduating” from Hazelden in 1986, 
I started a national nonprofit called “Great 
Alternatives” that promoted mocktails and other 
social drinks without alcohol. We hosted a non-
alcoholic cocktail party at the White House. The 
American Red Cross built us a “mocktail bar” for 
national conventions.

I recently learned about Sober Sis, an online 
program for women that is anti-labeling and 
emphasizes the importance of having life goals 
more important than drinking. It teaches skills 
for changing behavior and offers online coaching.

If more programs provided positive 
skills and support that help people 
stop problem behaviors early — at 

the dawning of concern instead 
of when they “hit bottom” or are 
arrested — we could save tens of 
thousands of people and dollars. 
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I am a person in long-term recovery. I am also a social 
worker and educator in Minneapolis. 

When I was hospitalized in February 1989 for bipolar 
disorder and concurrent binge drinking, my roommate in 
the psych ward read to me each night from the Narcotics 
Anonymous Basic Text. That relationship was my first 
experience with the power of peer support, and it influenced 
the start of my own recovery. 

Eventually I became a faculty member at Augsburg 
University in Minneapolis and began studying peer specialists 
in Minnesota. My interest grew in “person-centered care,” 
meaning health care that centers the perspective and lived 
experiences of the person using the service, rather than a top-
down, provider-patient approach. Peer supporters, who use 
their own experiences with addiction or mental health to help 
guide others, are an example of person-centered care. 

Peer supporters fill gaps in traditional mental health 
services by providing essential knowledge about the recovery 
process, such as how to cope with symptoms, develop healthy 
relationships, and balance employment. 

 To put it simply, peers offer credibility because they have 
been through the recovery process. A person living with a 
mental health condition is more likely to accept feedback from 
a peer rather than a professional with no lived experience.

It is also true that medical providers and social workers 
sometimes label or make judgments about a person’s 
capabilities, which creates a barrier to recovery. 

As a part of research I undertook on behalf of the Saint 
Louis, Missouri Mental Health Board in the early 2000s, I 
conducted in-depth interviews to study interactions of people 
with mental illnesses within service systems. 

I saw how people experienced more 
stigma from professionals in mental 
health organizations than from any 
others, including friends and family.

Prejudice and stigma against people with mental illnesses 
in the broader community filter into social services. One way 

submitted by 
Melissa Hensley

Perspective

Person-
Centered 
Care and 
the Value 
of Peer 
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this shows up is lowered expectations. Mental health and 
social service providers might not believe that people can 
truly get better, so they do not support people’s goals and 
dreams. A person’s desire to pursue employment or higher 
levels of community involvement may be ignored or not 
taken seriously. When people feel discriminated against 
by professionals, they stay away from resources that are 
lifesaving. In that way, stigma kills. 

 I also have seen many people originally labeled by social 
workers as “hopeless” achieve their dreams in spite of 
negative interactions with the system. 

 
People Do the Healing

As an educator of social workers, I believe social work 
students need exposure to more information about the 
benefits of peer support. The use of peers in service settings 
continues to increase — and they are a powerful tool social 
workers can learn from to better understand their own 
profession.

Social workers like myself need to understand that our role 
is not to “fix what is wrong.” People do their own healing, 
and our job is to offer tools and resources. 

Understanding a person’s unique culture and perspective 
can also aid in healing. Although peer supporters will not 
necessarily come from the same cultural background as the 
person they are supporting, they are closer to that person’s 
experience of struggle. 

Professionals who do not have personal experience with 
substance use or mental health conditions need to understand 
that every person we work with has their own wisdom about 
dealing with painful emotional situations. Skills that people 
have learned in order to survive may seem dysfunctional, but 
often can be transformed into positive traits. 

An important aspect of stigma reduction is civic 
engagement. Studies have shown that voting rates among 
people with mental illness are low in the U.S. for a variety 
of reasons, one of them being that when people do not 
feel valued by their community, they are more likely to be 
disengaged and unmotivated to try making a difference. 
It is important that those of us who have survived mental 
health or addiction treatment systems have a voice in policy 
processes. When that happens, true change can occur. 

• Depression and Bipolar Support Alliance promotes the 
work of peers. dbsalliance.org

• Wellness in the Woods, a Minnesota-based peer-led 
organization, connects people with lived experience 
through the Virtual Peer Support Network. mnwitw.org/vpsn 

• NAMI Minnesota is a resource for advocacy and support 
among peers and support persons. namimn.org
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After a judge terminates parental rights, mothers often 
carry the burden of grief alone. Society tends to offer 
little sympathy or support for those in this situation.

“When women aren’t able to parent, or their children are 
removed from their care, it comes with layers of stigma and 
shame,” says Jenny Eldredge, executive director of Bellis. For 
40 years, Bellis has supported birth mothers who have chosen 
adoption for their children. It is an “ambiguous loss,” Eldredge 
explains, to grieve a child that someone else is parenting. 

In 2021, the nonprofit created a new group for mothers 
who have had their parental rights terminated by the state. 
It is the first group in the nation uniquely for mothers in this 
situation. The peer-based support model means women talk 
through their grief in the company of others who share their 
experiences.

“These women sometimes can’t even talk to their own 
family or friends about their feelings, and when they get 
together you just see them connect on this really profound 
level,” Eldredge explains. “This sense of relief happens; they 

do not have to educate someone, they do not have to defend 
their decisions or justify themselves.” 

Bellis offers weekly in-person meetings and twice a week 
virtual sessions, which are open to people worldwide. Two 
licensed professionals help guide the conversation and can 
counsel participants one-on-one. 

Eldredge has been executive director of Bellis for ten years 
and is an adoptive mother herself. Eldredge’s sister gave 
birth as a teenager in the 1970s, and the child was adopted 
by another family. “It was a closed system, so she just had to 
hope that her baby would end up with the right family. As a 
little kid, I saw how there are gaps in services for women who 
are going through some really, really big grieving. 

“In this new program, we are supporting women who have 
that same loss, but it is coupled with lots of stress, like having 
Child Protection Services and the courts involved in your life 
— that is a different level of trauma.” 

Minnesota Women’s Press asked individuals involved in the 
support group to tell their stories. 

Healing Trauma

After Parental 
Rights are Terminated, 
Mothers Find Support 

in One Another 

reported by Lydia Moran
Nicole Peter during a Bellis meeting
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Nicole Peter
I am the mother of two children, ages 11 and 15. I have 

spent most of my life — since age 11 — addicted to chemicals. 
I was mostly a functioning user, but my problem was totally 
out of control by 2014. I lost my job, home, and vehicle due 
to addiction. My kids and I moved into my mother’s home in 
2015. I was contacted by Child Protective Services (CPS) on 
April 16, 2016, and was told I had until 5pm to surrender my 
then five-year-old son to the Human Services building. My 
daughter was taken out of school that day by CPS. At that 
point in my using, I had a plan to move with the children to 
Florida, where my daughter's father lives. CPS intercepted my 
family before we could leave. I still planned on moving there 
to enroll in Teen Challenge [a network of Christian faith-
based corporations that intend to provide rehabilitation  for 
people struggling with addiction] while my daughter’s father 
took the kids; that way my kids would be nearby so that we 
could co-parent. I continued using. 

In June 2016, as I was coming from a visitation with my 
children, there were two men by my car waiting to talk to 
me. They told me they were a part of the drug unit and that I 
was being charged with first-degree sales. They had set up a 
controlled buy on me that I found out about at that moment. 
“You are not leaving the state. You will probably never see your 
kids again.” Something broke inside of me at that moment, 
and I knew all of my plans were shattered.

On August 16, 2016, my children left the state of Minnesota 
and moved to Florida. I have not seen my kids since then. 
I have not even been allowed to see pictures of them. In 
November 2016, my mother had a catastrophic stroke, and 
she died the next month. I lost my mind at that point. I had 
lost my children and my mother within months of each 
other. This caused me to spiral even deeper into addiction, 
and that included selling drugs. I was arrested January 10, 
2017, and was in and out of jail for the next 10 months. I 
finally entered the Minnesota Adult and Teen Challenges 
Short Term program in October 2017. I completed this and 
went on to their 13-month program. While in the program, 
my grandmother and father both passed away. I graduated 
despite those challenges in November 2018 with honors. I 
have been sober since August 19, 2017.

I had no support for losing my children after they were 
taken in 2016. I stuffed it down as I watched mothers being 
reunited with their children all around me. My kids decided 
they wanted nothing to do with me. In May 2021, I terminated 
rights to them at their request. At that same time, I happened 
to find Bellis. I have been going to the in-person meeting 

since May 2021, and evening meetings online as well. 
I am taking other women to this meeting with me. It helped 

me in my journey to face the pain I had been holding inside. I 
have met other women who know exactly how I feel. I am able 
to talk freely about my story without judgment and with total 
acceptance. This has changed my life. 

I can say that, although I miss my kids terribly, I have now 
been able to come to the stage of acceptance in the grieving 
process. 

I made horrible choices when I was in my addiction, and I 
am facing those consequences daily. I always will. But I can 
also say that I am supported both by my faith in God and 
Bellis’ “Stronger Together” meetings.

I started working for Minnesota Adult and Teen Challenge 
in 2019, and I am able to walk alongside women while going 
through the healing process. I am so honored to be able to 
help other women fight for their lives and their hearts.

Anonymous
I have felt unwanted for most of my life. I started doing 

drugs to feel accepted and make friends. Then, at age 19 in 
2014, I got pregnant. I tried to turn my life around to make a 
good life for my son. I earned my high school diploma, earned 
a college degree, and built a home. I did the things that I saw 
“good families” do. 

I enjoyed spending time with my son — he was so precious 
to me — but I did not know how to discipline him or have 
structure in our daily routine. Our life was chaotic. Then, on 
December 16, 2018, I received a daunting call from a CPS 
worker. She stated that she needed to see my son within 24 
hours. When we met, she informed me that she received a 
report that his dad was a registered predatory sex offender 
and that they could not have contact until further notice. I 
instantly became a single mother. I worked full time and did 
not have daycare. I struggled to make ends meet. I did not 
know how to get help or support. 

After working with CPS for a time — being stressed, 
lacking support and coping skills — I relapsed. This led to me 
losing custody of my son via an “involuntary transfer of legal 
and physical custody.” His paternal aunt obtained custody. I 
hit rock bottom, and checked myself into a 13-month long 
treatment program, where I currently reside. I am learning 
how to ask for help and find healthy support. I am gaining 
confidence and self-worth. I have hope for a future. 

mybellis.org/find-support

I can say that, although I miss my kids terribly, I have now been 
able to come to the stage of acceptance in the grieving process. 
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Action

My family fled the war in Somalia in the early 1990s. We 
lived in a refugee camp in Nairobi before we settled in San 
Diego. A year later we moved to Minneapolis as part of the 
first wave of Somali immigrants to Minnesota. Growing up, I 
was active and played sports. In the refugee camp, my brothers 
and I often rolled up a sock to make a soccer ball. My family 
did not like that I was a girl playing soccer with the boys, or 
playing soccer at all. 

I was always outgoing. I learned English fairly quickly 

watching “Barney & Friends” and “Sesame Street.” I used to 
joke with my friends, saying I learned English through my 
friends from the street. I can be a little corny sometimes, but 
I am very playful.

I love connecting with folks, sharing my experiences, my 
strength and hope. Sharing information is so important, and 
that means bringing ourselves to a place of humility and love. 

When I came to Minnesota, I lied to my mom about playing 
soccer and basketball. I would say, “I’m studying,” but I was 

We Recover 
With Others

A Conversation With 
Farhia Budul

as told to 
Lydia Moran
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In 2012, Farhia Budul became 
the first Somali American to 
work as an addiction counselor 

in the state of Minnesota. As a 
young mother, Budul struggled with 
alcoholism, and was inspired to help 
others in recovery after attending 
group counseling. But Budul later 
relapsed, and hid from the recovery 
community and her friends and 
family. “I was spiritually bankrupt,” 

she says. “That isolation was the root 
cause of addiction for me.” 

After regaining her footing, 
in 2021 Budul founded Niyyah 
Recovery Initiative, the first 
community-based recovery service 
focused on East Africans. Now she 
juggles mothering two children, 
a full-time job, and political 
organizing work on top of working 
behind the scenes at Niyyah.

Minnesota Women’s Press caught 
up with Budul to talk about the 
unique challenges and advantages  
of being a woman trying to make 
change in this space, why she 
believes recovery is inextricable 
from connection with culture and 
community, and the courage it takes 
to own your story. The following is 
an edited transcript.
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really at basketball practice. Those little lies and differences 
of culture manifested in my life early as a teenager. When 
I had a daughter, I made sure she played sports and I was 
driving her to every game. I have always felt like I had to 
fight to be equal to men in my community, starting with 
my brothers. 

My addiction started at the age of 23 when I was a single 
parent living away from my family. Before that, I was a 
single parent in high school and I was going through issues 
that led to my alcoholism. I started drinking in college with 
friends. I remember the first time I ever drank, I felt this 
sense of power, this relief. I could fit in and talk to people. I 
could dance. I felt like a whole new person. From then on, I 
was drinking every weekend, hanging out with friends and 
going clubbing. 

I did not know how to balance this newfound freedom 
that I had. Addiction came with lying to my mom and 
my family. This sense of guilt and shame put me in a hole 
that kept getting bigger. I started experiencing depression, 
anxiety, a lot of different emotions, and I did not know how 
to deal with it. I would drink to get over those feelings.

My recovery started in 2009 after I went to treatment. My 
counselor was 35 years sober. She was helping us figure out 
our lives, and I realized that was something I wanted to do. 
When I graduated from treatment and came back home, 
I enrolled in school to become an addiction counselor. I 
graduated in 2012 and worked in programs to help women, 
especially women with children. 

At that time, I was still going to my own recovery 
meetings, but after being in the recovery field for six years, 
I stopped taking care of my own recovery. I got burnt out 
and my symptoms started to come back. I was spiritually 
bankrupt. I did not have faith in myself, and I did not have 
a relationship with God. 

One of the nights I was under the influence, I was seen by 
somebody I used to work with. The shame made me want 
to crawl into a hole and I went into a downward spiral. My 
addiction continued for many years. I hit rock bottom. I 

almost died. 
I isolated myself from every person that cared for me. 

I hid, I made excuses not to come to events, I missed 
appointments. That isolation was the root cause of addiction 
for me.

It is my faith in God that saved me, and kept saving me. I 
found recovery again and I got my power back. I could look 
in the mirror and embrace my hijab. I returned to my roots, 
my culture, and my traditions. I got over my shame and 
my guilt and put myself out there so the whole community 
could see that recovery is possible for a Muslim woman.

During my recovery after relapse, I began working 
at Minnesota Recovery Connection as a peer recovery 
specialist. During the pandemic, there was an epidemic 
of opioid overdoses in the U.S. Many people from 
my community overdosed. There was a funeral every 
weekend. The community was shocked and did not know 
how to respond. 

After seeing a need for education and outreach around 
addiction, Niyyah Recovery Initiative was born to serve one 
of the most marginalized and underserved communities in 
Minnesota. We help people understand that substance use 
disorders are a brain disease, and that recovery is possible. 
Stigma and shame exist in all communities, but they are 
very complex and heightened in my community because 
alcohol and drugs are forbidden in Islam.

Niyyah means “intention” in Arabic. Having 
intention makes the process of recovery more 
meaningful, connected with your higher self. 

Our volunteers meet people where they are at, literally. 
We go into homes, speak with moms who are struggling 
with addiction, or have kids who are struggling. Mothers 
are able to relate to my story and what I have gone through. 
I also look like them, so that trust is there. We have a 
conversation with the whole family in their language. We 

continued on next page
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share our recovery stories and let them know 
how to get into treatment. After a person 
graduates from treatment, we continue to 
work with them so they do not fall through 
the cracks. 

That first step you take towards the door out 
of a treatment center is when your recovery 
starts. You might be going back to school, 
to the mosque, to doctor’s appointments, to 
mental health appointments. 

Treatment is not recovery. I think 
it is important for folks across 
Minnesota to understand that 

those are two different categories. 

People have reached out to me 
internationally from Somalia, Dubai, 
Malaysia, and Canada as well as across the 
U.S., where there are large East African 
communities who want to start a recovery 
meeting. I talk about the Islamic principles of 
recovery, and how those were able to help me 
reconnect with Allah through my repentance 
process. I am firm in my faith and spirituality 
today, and I get the courage to share my 
recovery story with the world through Allah. 

When I tell my story, people will 
sometimes say, “Why are you talking about 
this? You were saved. You are a woman, you 
are supposed to count your blessings and 
not talk. You are bringing more shame to 
your family and kids.” I shake my head. No. 
That is what kept me sick: isolating and not 
talking. I recover out loud today to reduce 
that stigma in my community, and across all 
communities. 

Not every problem needs a government 
solution. Our community fundraises every 
Friday. I have asked the mosque to help 
fundraise for Niyyah, and I was not very 
successful. I often think that if a man founded 
Niyyah, everyone in the community would 
have had his back, including the imams. 

I have seen how mothers go to the imams 
for help with their child’s addiction. I want to 
help educate our imams so that they are able 
to understand addiction and help produce 
better outcomes. 

To help people with substance use disorders 
we need stop seeing each other as competition, 
to build trust in the community. I think this 
is important for our coming generations. A 
lot of youth are losing their language, their 
culture, and they are assimilating at a higher 
rate to Western culture in negative ways. 

We do not need another mosque in 
Minnesota, we need a youth center. We 
need a space where folks can come and feel 
welcome, no matter what. This could be a 
place where women can exercise freely. Youth 
can experience mentorship programs, grief 
counseling, peer-to-peer recovery. People 
can have iftar dinners — kids, moms, elders, 
fathers. A big gym. It is my dream. 

Addiction manifested in my life spiritually, 
physically, and mentally. I was able to get out 
of that, and I did not do this alone. None of 
it would have been possible without God. 
People do not recover by themselves; we 
recover with others.

Farhia Budul is currently recruiting members 
for Niyyah’s board of directors. To learn more, 
contact farhia.budul@niyyahrecovery.org.

Green cleaning & toxin-free 
disinfecting for home and 

businesses since 1994!
651-225-1960 

Mbscleaning.com
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Celebrating Badass Minnesota Women

Find video clips and transcripts from our 
celebratory event at womenspress.com/call

Featured speakers, front row (l to r):

• Nelima Sitate Munene on Minnesota’s housing crisis

• Ellie Krug on breaking barriers

• Shannon Gibney on the power of personal story

• Alla Hassan on being kind, which is more than 
being nice 

• Lucina Kayee on abolishing foster care

Back row (l to r):

• Angela Dawson on reclaiming farming and co-op 
structure 

• Ranae Hanson on why urban and northern 
Minnesota voters need to communicate better 
together this year 

• Chris Stark on love as healing and space as memory 

• Patti Tototzintle on healing from domestic violence

• Robin Wonsley on how to be badass together

• Beth Peterson on why we need to elect more 
women in Minnesota

“That is the common 
denominator that I see 
among all of us badass 

women, especially 
those in this room 

right now. We all share 
this deep, abiding 

passion for creating 
transformative change.”

— Robin Wonsley

In April, Minnesota Women’s Press hosted an in-person Changemakers Alliance event at First 
Unitarian Society of Minneapolis. It featured 11 people who gave five-minute power talks about 

what they are passionate about. 

Thanks to our sponsors:  
Global Rights for Women, Seward Community Coop, Valvoline, and Vote. Run. Lead.
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Support our advertisers, and tell them you saw 
their ad in the Minnesota Women’s Press!
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“I knew from about age four or five that I had interests 
and feelings that were a mixture of masculine and 
feminine, and that was not something that I saw in 

the other boys I hung around with,” says Barbara Satin, a 
trans woman and the recently retired faith work director of 
the National LGBTQ+ Task Force. “There were no models 
for me to emulate, nor even a vocabulary to help me name 
what I was experiencing. 

“I hid my gender confusion by being as masculine as I 
could be so nobody would suspect what was really going 
on inside my mind and body,” she says. “I went into the Air 
Force to train as a jet fighter pilot. I know lots of trans folks 
around my age who joined the military — what could be 
more macho than that? After the Air Force, I came back to 
Minnesota and fell in love, hoping that the love of a good 
woman would cure this terrible yearning I had.”

That didn’t happen.
Satin says her life as a father and husband was filled with 

love and joy. She had a successful business career, and was 
an involved and influential leader in the Roman Catholic 
Diocese and a civic activist.

“But, like so many of my peers, the fear of being revealed as 
a transgender person was always present: fear of losing your 

family, fear of losing your job, fear of losing your status in the 
community and all the positive things you had accomplished 
being lost when your secret is discovered,” she reflects.

Satin was sixty years old when she started to explore her 
gender journey.

“All of it started with an insightful question from my 
second-oldest son, a psychotherapist. Over a beer and a 
hamburger he asked, ‘What’s going on in your life? You have 
changed from being the loving, thoughtful dad we all knew 
to being more harsh and judgmental.’ I told him something 
I had never said to anyone: ‘I am transgender, and I guess I 
am having problems trying to make sense of this in my life.’ 
His response was to put his hand on mine. ‘We have been 
waiting for you to tell us. Thank you.’ He suggested I talk 
with a therapist,” Satin says.

As a devout Catholic who spent time in the seminary in her 
late teens, Satin says she knew that there was little room for 
women in leadership in the Catholic church and absolutely 
no acceptance of a transgender person.

“I soon realized that so much of my faith life had to do 
with worshiping with others. I needed a community to make 
my spiritual life meaningful. That is when I began to look 

Elder Guide

Faith & Fight: 
Barbara Satin Spent 

Decades Advocating for 
Trans Inclusion in Church 

Communities

reported by Kassidy Tarala

continued on next page
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for a welcoming worship space and found Spirit of the Lake 
United Church of Christ in Minneapolis,” Satin says. 

The congregation at Spirit of the Lake was primarily 
LGBTQ+ — the first in a major Christian denomination. Satin 
quickly felt at home and became a leader. Through Spirit of the 
Lakes, she was part of the United Church Coalition for LGBTQ 
Concerns, and played a role in the church’s 2003 decision to 
affirm the inclusion of transgender people in its ministry.

Satin also helped lead the church’s development of Spirit 
on Lake, a LGBTQ+ senior housing development in the 
Powderhorn Neighborhood of Minneapolis. The affordable 
facility was the second of its kind in the U.S. when it opened 
in 2013. Over the past few years, residents who identify as 
LGBTQ+ continue to make up 60 percent of the population.

“Within our congregation at Spirit of the Lake 
and our broader LGBTQ+ community, we saw 

many seniors who were living in situations 
where they were isolated or in fear that their 

sexual orientations or gender identities 
would open them to harassment or cause 
them to lose their housing,” Satin explains.

LGBTQ+ focused housing “is in short supply,” Satin says. 
“While some additional projects now exist across the country, 
this is still a major issue for the queer community.” Isolation 
is a challenge for all aging seniors, and LGBTQ+ seniors often 
lack traditional familial support systems. 

In a 2018 AARP survey of 85,000 aging LGBTQ+ adults, 
more than a third of lesbian, gay, or bisexual respondents were 
worried about being forced to hide their sexuality or gender 
identity to find good housing, and more than half of gender 
expansive or transgender participants had this fear. Black 
and Latino LGBTQ+ Americans reported fears about abuse 
in long-term care facilities due to their race and sexuality or 
gender identity. 

In 2014, Satin created the Trans Seminarian Leadership 
Cohort, which is still the only program of its kind. In 2015, 
she was invited to the White House to talk about housing 

concerns for LGBTQ+ seniors, and later that year was one of 
three LGBTQ+ people invited to participate for the first time 
in the White House Conference on Aging. In 2016, President 
Barack Obama appointed Satin to the Presidential Council 
on Faith-Based and Neighborhood Partnerships. In January 
2021, she participated as a prayer leader for President Biden’s 
Inauguration Breakfast.

Before her retirement in 2021, Satin recruited faith leaders 
in eight states to meet with Senators about the importance of 
passing the Equality Act. 

In 1993, Minnesota was the first to amend the state’s Human 
Rights Act to prohibit discrimination on the basis of sexual 
orientation or gender identity. Twenty-one other states have 
since followed suit. Satin says the Equality Act would “offer 
these protections across state lines.”

The bill would extend federal civil rights laws to prohibit 
discrimination based on sex, sexual orientation, and gender 
identity in employment, housing, credit, the jury system, and 
federally funded education and health care programs. It also 
prevents an individual from being denied access to a shared 
facility, including restrooms, locker rooms, and dressing 
rooms, that are in accordance with their gender identity.

Satin points out that many states are currently introducing 
and passing anti-LGBTQ+ legislation, and a majority are 
aimed at the trans and gender non-conforming community. 

“The ‘Don’t Say Gay’ bills in Southern states are just the 
latest effort to erase our identity,” Satin says. “Texas [and 
Alabama] are leading the way toward treating any effort to 
provide support or care to trans people as a criminal offense 
punishable with imprisonment whether you are a parent or a 
professional caregiver.”

When anti-LGBTQ+ legislation is passed, hate crimes 
spike. 2021 was the deadliest year on record for trans and 
gender-nonconforming people, with 47 murders tracked by 
the Human Rights Campaign. “The endemic violence that 
transgender people, particularly women of color, face in this 
nation continues to grow,” Satin adds. For 21 years, Satin has 
led annual memorial services in Minnesota for those who 
have been murdered in the past year, “simply for living their 
authentic lives.”
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MDH Launches New Way to Locate Naloxone 
(Narcan)

The Minnesota Department of Health launched a 
new Naloxone Finder Map in December, which allows 
people to easily access drug overdose prevention 
medication. Searchers type in their zip codes and 
filter by distance, and the map displays pharmacies, 
naloxone access points, and syringe service programs 
with contact information and physical addresses. 

“We want everyone to 
remember that, if needed, 
they can be the one to 
provide rescue steps 
before 911 in an overdose 
emergency,” Minnesota 
Commissioner of Health 
Jan Malcolm said in a 
statement. 

More than 4,600 people 
visited the map in its first 
three months. 

knowthedangers.com/
naloxone-finder

Can a Monthly Injection 
Be the Key to Curbing 
Addiction? 

Experts in a story reported 
by California Healthline 
promote administering a 
shot of buprenorphine in 
the belly to provide a month 
of addiction treatment. The 
shots offer longer-acting 
protection for those who 
risk overdosing and are 
easier to administer than 
prescribed oral medication that must be taken daily. 
“All the hoops that clinicians and patients have to jump 
through to get this medication are crazy,” Dr. Hannah 
Snyder of Zuckerberg San Francisco General Hospital 
said. “We don’t do that for any other disease.” The wait 
time for approval to use the injection can create a 
barrier to care for patients experiencing homelessness 
who may have limited time in front of a provider.

Source: California Healthline
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More States Fund Mental Health Crisis Response Programs
The Houston City Council pledged $21 million in April to enhance the city’s response to people 

in mental health crisis, and $12 million will go to a new service that fields certain 911 calls to mental 
health professionals instead of police. 

An earlier program sent police and mental health professionals together on certain calls, but the new 
program would direct funds to more teams of mental health professionals who conduct themselves 
without law enforcement. Additional funds will go to a program that gives police officers iPads and 
HIPAA-certified software that allow for on-site telehealth appointments for those in crisis. 

The City of Minneapolis has two 24-hour Behavioral Crisis Response teams that are dispatched to 
mental health crises. Depending on the situation, they may be accompanied by police.

Source: Chron. 

In the News

Ball-and-stick model of the buprenorphine 
molecule, a drug used both as a painkiller 
and to treat opioid addiction.
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Classified Ads

Classes/Seminars 

PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT CLASS. 
Learn to access and work with your 
soul’s gifts. Tuesday evenings, 36 ses-
sions beginning on September 27, 
2022. Cindy Lehman, 612-669-1861, 
cindy@cindylehman.com, cindyleh-
man.com

Counseling 

MOLLY NICHOLSON, MA, 
LPCC. Preferred One provider. 
LGBT Psychotherapist. Feminist,  
Integrative Relational Counseling  
Approach. Offering a supportive place  
to explore loss, depression, anxiety, 
abuse, relationship struggles, and  
stress. 612-702-4119, mollylpcc.com

Dance

DANCE STUDIO and Event Venue. 
Ballroom, Latin, Wedding Dances. 
Private and Group Classes. Unique 
place for receptions, parties, music 
concerts, workshops. Beautiful lo-
cation on Loring Park. fourseasons-
dance.com, 612-342-0902

Accounting 

PHYLLIS BURDETTE, CPA.  
Year-round tax, accounting, and  
advisory services for busy women. In-
dividuals, businesses, LLCs, nonprofits.  
Office in St. Louis Park. 952-546-8708, 
p b u r d e t t e @ b u r d e t t e c p a . c o m ,  
BurdetteCPA.com

JROSE BOOKKEEPING. Person- 
alized non-judgmental bookkeep-
ing for small businesses and busy 
professionals. Twenty-three years 
of experience. QuickBooks setup 
or training, payroll, invoicing, bill  
paying, reconciliations. 612-221-2211,  
judy@jrosebookkeeping.com 

Attorneys 

Over 45 years experience...
Family Law, Probate, 

Estate Planning

 
Books / Bookstores 

THE BOOK HOUSE IN DINKY-
TOWN. We buy books! Books for the 
academic, collector, and “common 
reader” since 1976. Open 7 days/wk, 
1316 4th St. S.E., 612-331-1430

Chiropractors 

HEALTHWAYS CHIROPRACTIC, 
PA. Experienced, gentle care. Wom-
en’s and children’s health. Auto, work, 
sports injuries. Applied Kinesiology, 
exercise/rehab, nutrition. Accepts  
insurance. Dr. Judy St. Clair, 612-869-
7371, healthwayschiro.net

Education 

GAIA DEMOCRATIC SCHOOL 
K-12 grade — a small, unique, in-
dependent private school. Summer 
camps also. Enroll now! 612-823-
0154. GaiaDemocratic.org. Learning 
Together in Fun and Freedom.

Financial Services

CHERYL A. HAWKINS CPA PLLC. 
Tax planning and preparation for in-
dividuals and businesses for over 30 
years. 952-222-8272, chawkins.tax

Furniture 

CUSTOM SLIPCOVERS that 
fit like reupholstery. Affordable 
Third Generation Quality! Fabric  
discounted up to 40% off. By text or call 
612-280-1553. Free estimates online at 
designersbestfriend.com

Gardening/ 
Landscaping 

GREEN SPACE, LLC. Landscape 
coaching, design and installation ser-
vices. Seasoned garden maintenance 
and landscape management services. 
Landscapes in step with nature and 
set apart by design. Woman owned. 
MNLA Certified. 612-558-3161, 
GreenSpaceMN.com

Home Services 

CHILEEN PAINTING: Serving the 
Lakes area since 1952. Offering inte-
rior painting, wood finishing, water 
damage repair, patching, carpentry, 
& insurance claims. greg@chileen.
com 612-850-0325

Home Services 
Continued

MS. GREENJEANS 25+ years expe-
rience with interior painting and wall 
repair. We are taking precautions for 
COVID-19. Set up your free estimate 
at Laurie@msgreenjeans.net

Insurance

Davina M. Baldwin
763-535-4788
Auto • Home • Life 
Health • Business

www.davinabaldwin.com

33-4 CD

 

Real Estate

Professional & Personal 
Services 

THUGGISH ESSENTIALS - Mul-
tiple services. Notary on wheels will 
come to you. Paperwork for expunges, 
divorces + more. Versatile catering of-
ferings. T-shirt design + crochet prod-
ucts. Contact Cynthia Johnson 612-
562-5720, thuggishessentialsllc.com

Visit us on the web 
womenspress.com

Ads are run in consecutive issues.
up to 25 words: $36/ad, 1-5 issues

up to 25 words: $26/ad, 6-12 issues
up to 50 words: $62/ad, 1-5 issues

up to 50 words: $47/ad, 6-12 issues

NEXT DEADLINE: Friday, June 10, 5pm

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY advertisements
Run a boxed ad (1 or 2 inches) in a classified category. Contact us for more information, 
categories, deadlines, and rates.

LINE CLASSIFIED advertisements
Place your ad at womenspress.com. Click on Classified Ads. Prepayment is required for the 
amount of the entire run. $35 minimum. We bold and capitalize the first 2–3 words at no 
extra cost. Pay online with PayPal or mail check or Visa/MC info to Minnesota Women’s Press, 
800 W. Broadway, #3A, Minneapolis, MN 55411 or call 651-646-3968 with credit card info.

EMPLOYMENT advertisements
$2/word for print and online presence. $1/word for online-only ads. Minimum charge $50. Email your text to ads@womenspress.com. 
Include company name, address, contact person, and phone number. 

Ads are placed both in the magazine and on the MWP website: womenspress.com  
For more info call 651-646-3968 or email ads@womenspress.com 

Claims for adjustment due to error must be made within 10 working days of ad posting. The publisher will not be liable for slight changes or typographical 
errors that do not lessen the value of an advertisement. It is the responsibility of the advertiser to check the accuracy of the ad.
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Publishing 

FEMINIST REVOLUTION / REV-
OLUCION FEMINISTA - Bilingual 
multicultural feminist magazine free 
to all women and girls. feministrevo-
lution@yahoo.com or 421 27th Ave-
nue Apt. 3H Astoria, NY 11102

Retreats / 
Retreat Centers 

ARC RETREAT COMMUNITY. 
Serving individuals and groups seeking 
time apart, rest, and spiritual renewal. 
On ninety acres of woods and wet-
land near Cambridge. 763-689-3540,  
arcretreat.org

SHIRE IN THE WOODS. Unique 
cottages. Wood-burning fireplaces.  
Walking trails. Labyrinth. Natural 
surroundings will nourish and  
rejuvenate your soul! 320-592-0180, 
shireinthewoods@outlook.com,  
shireinthewoods.com

Spirituality 

COMPASSION OF CHRIST CATH-
OLIC COMMUNITY, pastored by 
womenpriests, streaming liturgies on 
Zoom. Send an email to compassiontc@
gmail.com for more information.

SOUL READINGS / CLASSES. 
Soul Readings for clarity and guid-
ance. Psychic development class-
es to connect and live from your 
highest self. Cindy Lehman, 612- 
669-1861, cindy@cindylehman.com,  
cindylehman.com

Travel / Adventure 

COMO ROSE TRAVEL. Experience 
our personal attention helping you 
get the most out of your travels! Trips, 
tours, cruises, air tickets. Visit us at 
2190 Como Avenue, Saint Paul, 651-
646-8855, david@comorose.com

ELY FOLK SCHOOL — Online 
and in-person hands-on classes in-
clude blacksmithing, ethnic foods, 
basketry, photography, ceramics, wa-
tercolor, writing, wild edibles, twig 
furniture, stained glass, much more.  
ElyFolkSchool.org

Writers / Editing  
Services 

FAMILY, HOUSE & BUSINESS re-
search, interviews, illustrated histories 
& collaged scrapbooks. Preserving 
memories, honoring ancestors. Loris 
Sofia Gregory, 25+ years experience, 
outstanding endorsements, 952-432-
5586, lorissofia@frontiernet.net

Thoughts 

To Be Yourself
 

Thank you for changing 
the world for the better.

I learned to love painting from 
my father, who was a local artist 
and teacher in my hometown 

of Zhuhai, China. I made art my 
passion as I went to study animation 
and film at the Central Academy of 
Beijing. Eventually, this led me to 
the Minneapolis College of Art and 
Design. 

I want to capture the pure 
memories of childhood on paper. 
The world is full of commotion, 
and I want to give people a sense 
of peace. I try to express the 

carefree innocence, happiness, 
funny moments, and yearning for 
freedom and mutual love that is 
untarnished by age. My hope is for 
these feelings to resonate with the 
audience. 

In my work, “To Be Yourself,” I 
captured a young girl imagining that 
she is bigger than her reality. She is 
standing on a stool pretending to 
be an adult. She drapes herself in a 
cloak because it gives her a feeling 
of confidence.

“To Be Yourself,” 2020, Chinese Painting, Mounted Rice Paper, 16”x 20”

submitted by Wenwen Liao
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